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2020 was a year unlike any other in the 
history of British television. As a 
consequence of Covid-19, the public spent 
more time indoors, and watched an extra 
3.2 hours of TV every day1. However, despite
data showing that 33% of Brits are 
influenced by what they see on TV, 
messages about sustainability are not 
getting through2.

Knowing the powerful influence TV has on 
people’s behaviour, production companies 
have long been adept at weaving  
important social issues into TV storylines, 
with examples including Zammo’s drug 
addiction in Grange Hill (1986), the first 
female same-sex kiss in Brookside (1994),  
or the depiction of Stacey’s bipolar disorder  
in EastEnders (2010).

However, while sustainability has become 
a large cultural issue in the UK and beyond; 
there is a lack of representation of everyday 
sustainable behaviours in the domestic 
settings in the nation’s favourite shows. 
Having made such bold scriptwriting 
statements already, bringing home 
the stark reality of the  
climate crisis feels like 
a manageable step.

Introduction

Smart Energy GB, the not-for-profit 
organisation that informs Britain about 
the benefits of smart meters, partnered 
with Goldsmiths, University of London, to 
create a first-of-its-kind study measuring 
the prevalence of positive and negative 
eco-representations in the nation’s most 
watched TV shows. This measurement 
enabled the creation of the world’s first 
ranking system to compare and categorise 
popular TV shows based on their  
eco-proficiencies. 

The research aimed to reveal how prominent 
sustainable behaviour is in British TV 
programming, and provide recommendations 
to production companies and script writers 
on how to better incorporate green and 
environmentally-friendly behaviours. 
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The research involved a detailed coded 
observational analysis to identify patterns of 
positive and negative eco-representations 
across 45 of the UK’s most popular TV shows. 
In total, just over 150 hours of footage was 
analysed across 90 episodes, looking at four 
distinct categories: 

•  Domestic and small-business appliances, 
including the prevalence and quality of 
electrical appliances e.g. age of appliances, 
smart tech, smart meters

•  Building characteristics, reviewing the 
structural and energy-related properties of 
buildings, including insulation, natural light and 
evidence of any investment in renewable tech 
or water-saving devices

•  Green behaviours, the observation of 
environmentally positive behaviours and 
habits such as recycling, water-saving 
practices and growing food at home

•  Transportation, recording use of public 
transport and green transportation e.g. riding 
bikes or carpooling vs private, high energy 
consuming vehicles

The study analysed dramas set in Britain  
across a variety of genres: soap opera, drama, 
crime, situation comedy, thriller, comedy 
drama, crime drama, reality, factual reality, 
and children’s animation.3

The results of the coding analysis informed a 
bespoke Green on Screen rating system, with 
positive and negative eco-representations 
awarded plus and minus points respectively. 
The total number of points awarded to each 
show determined where they fell on our  
rating system.

Research 
methodology

Amber – with a score between 35 – 54, a 
TV programme which has a satisfactory 
depiction of positive eco-representation but 
could still make improvements

Green  - with a score of 55 or above, a TV 
programme which overall displays positive 
eco-representation 

Red – with a score between 0 – 34, a 
TV programme which must do more to 
portray positive eco-representation
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Electrical appliances that appeared in 
different scenes were noted by identifying 
the space, followed by appliance type, 
occurrence, and apparent age. Appliances 
were graded as positive or negative based 
on their essentiality, frequency of use, and 
energy consumption4.

The most common appliances observed 
were lighting (22%), mobile phones/tablets 
(20%) and heating/radiators (6%).

In nearly one in 10 (9%) domestic scenes 
lights were left on unnecessarily. Point of 
view comedy show, Peep Show, had the 
most lighting sources on at the same time 
with 4 or 5 different lights working in the 
same room simultaneously some evening/
night-time scenes. EastEnders, Hollyoaks, 
Emmerdale, and The Nest had the greatest 
number of light sources on during the day, 
when rooms were also flooded with 
natural light5. 

Out of 1605 appliances observed, 357 were 
identified as old and energy inefficient. 
Items used regularly such as washing 
machines, dryers, radiators, TV / radio, 
gaming consoles and PCs / laptops were 

1 

2 

3 

4  

5  

Nearly

Domestic and small-business  
appliances

Top for Energy-Saving
Appliances

Top for Energy-Consuming 
Appliances

1          
2
3       
4         
5          

more likely to be old than new. Fridges, 
dishwashers, kettles, toasters and  
bathroom appliances such as hair dryers, 
hair irons were more likely to be newer and 
more energy efficient. 

1 in 10 
domestic scenes  
saw lights left on  
unnecessarily

Cold Feet

EastEnders

Hollyoaks

The Nest

Top Boy

Collateral 

Gangs of London 

Luther 

The Nest 

The Split 
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Building 
Characteristics

1 out 
of 126 

buildings observed 
appeared to have 
investment in 
renewable energy

Only

Building Insulation Observed

New 
(high probability of energy efficiency)

Regular 
(presents challenges to energy efficiency) 

Old 
(low probability of energy efficiency)

The following building characteristics were 
analysed in the Smart Energy GB study 
to provide an estimate of each building’s 
energy-efficiency; insulation, building age 
and maintenance, building type, building 
size, flooring, investment in renewable 
technology (solar panels and double-
glazing), water-saving devices, and 
natural light. 

The Love Island villa in South Africa was 
the only one of 126 buildings analysed that 
appeared to use renewable energy (0.8% 
compared to the national UK average).

More positive observations came from 
Sherlock’s Molly, whose ground floor 
London flat displayed signs of retrofitted 
insulation and double-glazed windows. 
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Green (and not so green) behaviour 
was identified across scenes, spaces 
and characters and observed via these 
categories: washing line, clothes dryer, 
signs of washing up by hand, evidence of 
recycling, smart devices including visible 
smart meter in-home display (IHD) units, 
switching lights/devices off when leaving a 
room, conversations about sustainability, 
the environment or climate change,  
water-saving habits, and growing food  
at home.  

Across more than 150 hours of viewing, only 
2.4% of households were seen to recycle, 
compared to current national figures of 
45%6. No households displayed a visible 
smart meter, which can help manage 
energy use, reduce energy waste and 
contribute to a greener future for Britain, 
or it’s in-home display unit.

Green Behaviour

Despite being one of the most important 
and pressing challenges facing humankind, 
the topic of climate change, sustainability 
or the environment did not make it into 
conversation once, in more than 150 hours 
of television observed. This is despite four 
in 10 (39%) Brits saying they discuss such 
topics at least once a week.

A shining star in sustainability, Sherlock’s 
Molly came out on top of green behaviour 
too, filling her home with natural sunlight 
instead of using energy, growing herbs and 
vegetables in a planter on her windowsill 
and having a water diffusion device to save 
water. And there was an unlikely green hero 
found in EastEnders, with the Queen Vic’s 
landlord, Mick Carter, regularly washing 
dishes by hand and on one occasion –  
even in the dark.

Washing up by hand

Switching off lights

Evidence of using a bike

Drying clothes on a clothes dryer

Composting  

Use of smart devices  

Being economical with water

Recycling 

Growing food 

Average number of cars per household

Using a washing line

45%
36%
10%
8%
7%
6%
5%
4%
4%
1.4%
1%

Frequency Percentage 
(across TV programmes)

Green Behaviour
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Transportation was observed by background, use, and 
conversations on aspects like commercial transportation. 

Commercial transportation was divided into public and 
non-public sub-categories in order to compare the 
different types more accurately by grading positive 
vs. negative factors. While the occurrence of public 
commercial transportation, hybrid and electric vehicles, 
cycling, walking, and carpooling were graded as positive 
factors, private or carbon-footprint heavy commercial 
transportation, such as taxis, airplanes, 4x4 vehicles, and 
luxury/sports cars, were graded negatively.

Taxi rides were the most popular mode of commercial 
transportation, accounting for 50% of commercial 
transportation observed. Buses were the most popular 
form of public transport, comprising 34.5% of  
total usage.

Carpooling was the most popular form of private 
transportation, present in more than half of all 
programmes (24) and across genres. 16% of entries 
included some type of carpooling, with positive role 
models including families and friends in The 
Inbetweeners and Friday Night Dinner. When it comes 
to professional situations, Luther and Marcella  
displayed regular carpooling. 

Walking was the second most prominent mode of 
transportation. Characters were seen walking from home 
to work and vice versa as well as while “on duty” for their 
jobs in shows, including detective duo Sherlock Holmes 
and Dr.Watson in Sherlock and barrister Nathan Stern 
in The Split. Putting this into context, walking and luxury 
cars/sports cars balanced their presence on screen.

Coronation Street’s Ray Crosby was the least green – 
driving a large diesel 4x4 and regularly leaving lights on in 
the daytime despite plenty of natural light.

Although recently rising in popularity and having clear 
environmental benefits, no hybrid or electric vehicles were 
identified, despite hybrid and electric cars having 10.7% 
of the new-car market share in 20207. 

Bicycles (1.6% of all transportation) were only observed 
being used in a small number of scenes, despite the 
obvious positives for sustainability and overall health.  
Sex Education’s Eric and Motherland’s Kev deserve credit 
for their dedication, with both characters appearing 
most often in cycling gear or with a bike.

16% 
of entries included 
some type of 
carpooling, with 
positive role 
models including 
family and 
friends in The 
Inbetweeners and 
Friday Night Dinner

No hybrid or 
electric cars were 
identified, despite 
hybrid and electric 
cars having 

10.7% 
of the new-car 
market share  
in 2020

Coming in at 

1.6% of 
all transportation 
observed, 
bicycles were only 
observed being 
used in a number 
of scenes, despite 
the obvious 
positives for 
sustainability and 
overall health

Transportation
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The results of the coding analysis were used to inform a detailed ranking system,  
enabling direct comparison and categorisation of popular UK TV shows based on their  
eco-proficiencies. 

Red – with a score between 0 – 34, a TV programme which must do more to portray positive 
eco-representation

Amber – with a score between 35 – 54, a TV programme which has a satisfactory depiction 
of positive eco-representation but could still make improvements

Green  - with a score of 55 or above, a TV programme which overall displays positive 
eco-representation 

In total, 66% of TV shows analysed require at least some level of improvement, with 20% 
needing to make significant improvements in increasing positive eco-representations and 
reducing environmentally damaging behaviours or attributes on screen. 

Grand Designs
Fresh Meat
Mrs. Brown’s Boys
Normal People
Peppa Pig
Two Doors Down
Fleabag
Neighbours
This Country
Coronation Street 
Not Going Out
Emmerdale
Friday Night Dinner
I May Destroy You
Peep Show

Who is Green on Screen?

The most to the least 
green on screen:
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Kate & Koji
Sherlock
Still Game
Top Boy
Marcella
EastEnders
Hollyoaks
Come Dine with Me
Love Island
Skins
The Fall
Line of Duty
Shetland
Pobol y Cwm 
Cold Feet
Keeping Faith
Killing Eve
Sex Education 
Shameless
Motherland
The Bay

Broadchurch
Inbetweeners
The Trouble with Maggie 
Cole
Brassic
Collateral
The Nest
The Split
Luther 
Gangs of London
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The British film and television production 
industry is committed to making production 
practices more environmentally friendly. 
However, data from this report suggests 
that it might give additional thought to 
green messages on-camera as well as off 
it. Such a move could prove very popular: six 
in 10 (60%) said they think TV characters 
– fictional or not – should advocate and 
demonstrate behaviours that are positive 
for the environment8.  And the industry 
itself wants to change. In 2019, BAFTA albert 
called for a stronger environmental element 
in the stories it tells (albert, n.d.).

But much remains to be done. 

Research conducted via mechanical 
evaluation of subtitled programming in 2018 
disclosed that Brexit was mentioned a great 
deal—nearly 70,000 references in non-news 
TV programmes; but climate change, not so 
much— with just over 3,000 mentions (Foster 
and Lukov, 2019). Things are improving, albeit 
slowly, with an uptick to almost 13,000 
references to the environment in 2019 
(albert, 2020).

Changing direction to include a complex 
social issue such as the environment 
would not be revolutionary in any sense: 
social change and controversy are 
routinely dramatised on television. A 2009 
government report on soap operas and 
social change provides a useful capsule 
history of how, when, and why this has been 
done, dating back to The Archers on 1950s 
radio (Defence Science and Technology Lab, 
2009). Consider these famous instances: 
EastEnders featuring bipolar issues in 
2009—devised in concert with experts—and 
Brookside’s pathbreaking lesbian kiss in 
1994.  This year, Neighbours is addressing 
the controversy in Australia over British 
colonization being celebrated as ‘Australia 
Day’ each January 26 (Knox, 2021). On the 
specific subject of the environment, a 
2016 Coronation Street episode saw the 
Metcalfes spend a meal out discussing 
climate change, while EastEnders has had  
a “Green Week,” and its garage sells 
electric cars. 

What should happen next?
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BAFTA’s albert, the authority on environmental 
sustainability in film and TV, works with writers 
and commissioning editors to promote and 
normalise sustainable living on-screen through 
its Planet Placement project. The project aims 
to encourage writers to show the mindsets, 
behaviours and actions the public need to 
take to make a more sustainable future 
possible. Showing and normalising these 
through TV content can positively shape 
society’s response to climate change. 

Planet placement can take the form of 
scenes and background action that are 
not central to plots, but which model green 
conduct, such as:

• Establishing shots of the countryside;

•  Discussions of the beauty and power of the 
natural world;

•  Purchasing green appliances as part  
of setting up a group house or a  
couple’s home;

•  Prominent use of bicycles and mass transit 
by characters versus private cars; and;

• Casual, everyday walking;

With research showing that 40% of Brits 
discuss climate change, sustainability or 
the environment at least once a week9; 
incorporating more green messages into 
storylines would be congruent with the 
wider national conversation. TV production 
should look to: 

•  Feature characters engaged in work 
or charity commitments related to the 
environment;

40%of Brits 
discuss climate change, 
sustainability or the 
environment at least 
once a week

6 in 10 said 
they think TV characters 
– fictional or not – should 
advocate and demonstrate 
behaviours that are positive 
for the environment

•  Include visible use of a smart meter 
to manage household energy use, as 
well as having characters engaged 
in conversations around the positive 
environmental benefits of having a 
smart meter;

•  Include themes of industrial change that 
highlight green issues as workers retrain 
and learn new skills, forging new friendships 
and enmities;

• Include settings in green factories;

•  Include conversations between characters 
that engage what children learn about 
ecology in school;

•  Discussions of the place of nature in  
British life;

•  Feature struggles between science and 
climate-change denial;

•  Include dramatised histories of the UK’s 
attempts to diminish pollution, from the 
1950s through to today’s climate-change 
commitments and ideas of a green 
recovery from Covid;

•  Weave in controversy in rural communities 
over wind power and the landscape;

•  Include stories of companies engaged 
clandestinely in ecologically problematic 
practices exposed by employees or 
journalists; and;

•   Feature conservative, elderly characters 
dedicated to preserving nature for future 
generations
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Smart Energy GB research, One Poll. Carried out between:  
28/01/2020–05/02/2020. Sample 2,000 adults

Smart Energy GB research, One Poll. Carried out between:  
28/01/2020–05/02/2020. Sample 2,000 adults

Exceptions were made for Love Island, because of its popularity and 
perceived Britishness, and Neighbours, because of its longevity and 
cultural consanguinity

The purpose of this report is to encourage conversation around the 
prevalence of positive eco-behaviours displayed on the nation’s most 
loved TV shows. It is an observational study, and acknowledges that 
external variables such as socio-economic factors may influence the 
accessibility of positive eco-behaviours

This study also acknowledges that production practices may influence 
the prevalence of certain positive or negative eco-behaviours depicted 
in the nation’s favourite TV shows 

 UK statistics on waste, Department of Environment, Food  
and Rural Affairs, 19th March 2020: 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/918270/UK_Statistics_on_Waste_
statistical_notice_March_2020_accessible_FINAL_updated_size_12.pdf

Drive Electric study https://www.drivingelectric.com/news/678/ 
electric-car-sales-uk-near-7-market-share-september-2020

Smart Energy GB research, One Poll. Carried out between:  
28/01/2020–05/02/2020. Sample 2,000 adults

Smart Energy GB research, One Poll. Carried out between:  
28/01/2020–05/02/2020. Sample 2,000 adults
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For more information about smart meters and how 
they can help you save money and reduce your carbon 
footprint, please visit smartenergygb.org


